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ABSTRACT
Effective procedures and techniques for using a

textbook along with a philosophy of textbook use is k-12 schools are
given in this second issue. The social studies textbook is described
as a tool to be used in conjunction with other supplementary
instructional materials, surh as audio-visual materials, reference
books, periodicals, and= lectures. Baore study begins, teachers are
encouraged to have students examine the textbook to thoroughly
acquaint them with its organization and, moreover, prepare them with
lifelong skills in the use of books applicable to all materials..
Considerable focus is upon the functions of the textbook: to provide
course organization, to supply basic content, and to furnish common
learning materials. Other suggestions are given on textbook
selection, adaptation of Oxtbooks to the abilities of the readers
and how to use the textbook to teach the techniques of intensive
reading. Related documents are SO 005 979 through SO 006 000.
(SJM)
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SOCIAL

Textbooks Should Be -Selected with Care

Because of its prominent place in the instructional pro-
gram of most social studies classes, the textbook should be
chosen carefully. The use of a check list will help to in-
sure that attention is given to such features as the quality
of binding, paper, and print; the adequacy and suitability
of illustrations and instructional aids; and the inclusion of
recent data and interpretations. However, no check list
can be made into an adequate rating scale from which
satisfactory indices for comparing textbooks may be de-
rived. More important than the criteria for selection
previously listed are the suitability of the content and
organization of the book to the course which it is to serve,
the accuracy and teachability of the material it contains,
and the degree to which it fits the approach to instruction
which is held by the teacher who will use it. Decisions on
these matters can he arrived at only through long periods
of painstaking analysis and comparison of the textbooks
available from publishers.

The teacher who is responsible for the of a
new textbook should analyze those parts of the books
under consideration which deal with areas of knowledge
concerning which he is himself well informed Because of
the broad scope of the social studies and the varying
specialized study in which teachers engage, every compe-
tent teacher is probably more of an "authority" on some
aspects of the subject treated in the textbook than are the
authors. On these aspects the teacher can make mature
decisions about the accuracy, fullness, and impartiality
of the treatment. No book which fails to pass muster in
such an analysis is suitable for adoption, no matter how
high a standard it may set in terms of physical and or-
ganizational features. After he has convinced himself of
the adequacy of the book with regard to aspects of the
subject with which he is most familiar, the teacher will
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want to investigate the treatment of those aspects about
which he knows least His purpose in doing this will be to
discover %%healer the covei age is sufficient to make up
for his own inadequacy.

The social studies. by their %ery nature. deal with mat-
ters of controversy. For this reason, in the se;ection of
textbooks special attention must be gken to the balance
and objectivity with hich ideas arc presented. While
black-listing and censorship by non-school agencies should
be opposed, wise discretion must be eNercised in the adop-
tion of materials of instruction, and the school system
must be prepared to ansuer charges of bias against such
materials. Teachers and school officials gill receive much
benefit in their consideration of this and elated matters
from two official statements of the National CCiiInctrifor
the Social Studies.'

The Textbook Is a Tool
When the industrial arts teacher issues planes for

smoothing lumber, he does not merely hand them to the
students and assume that they will know how to use them.
On the contrary. he detotes a special session of the class
to their use. He explains that using the tool correctly
is an art which must be studied and prac(iced if the wood-
worker is to turn out worthy products. He describes the
plane and its uses. Holding one before the class. he dis-
assembles it, names each of the parts. and tells its pur-
pose. He asks the class to name the parts and describe
their functions. Similarly, he assembles the plane while
the students observe. At a workbench he demonstrates
the use of the plane and shows how to hold it and how to
adjust it for different types of work. To help fix the
information and identify individuals needing special help,
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he gives written tests. He watches the class at work,
corrects individual errors, and retells and demonstrates
when necessary. Throughout the year he continues to
insist upon proper use of the plane. He knows that with-
out both the introductory lesson and consistent attention
to individual work, time and material would be wasted,
skills would not be learned, bad habits would become
fixed, and the products of the school shop would be
unsatisfactory.

In the social studies classroom the textbook is no less
a tool for the achievement of the teacher's and students'
purposes than is the plane in the shop. The textbook,
to be sure, serves different functions and is used in a
different manner. Its use does not involve the physical
danger or require the manipulation demanded by the
plane. The use of the textbook cannot be demonstrated
or observed as readily as that of the plane, nor is there
so tangible a product to serve as an index of the skill of
the learners.

On the other hand, the textbook is a very important
tool in the social studies. The financial outlay for text-
books in the average classroom is considerable. and
efficient use of a social studies textbook is probably at
least as difficult an art as planing a board. Vet few social
studies teachers devote as much time to careful introduc-
tion of the textbook and to systematic observation and
correction of its use as do industrial arts teachers to simi-
lar processes involved in the use of a plane. Peihaps these
important matters are overlooked because the teacher as-
sumes that students understand the mechanics of reading
and, having used textbooks in previous classes, already
know enough about them. Such assumptions are largely
unwarranted. The teacher who investigates will find that
many students are deficient in their ability to read and
know little about how to use a book.

If the textbook is to serve as an essential tool for the
pupils as well as the teacher, it is of great importance
that the teacher help the pupils develop the necessary
skill in its use and appreciation of its value. As the
woodwork teacher instructs in the use of planes, so must
the social studies teacher instruct in the use of textbooks.
It is probable that too many students are left to discover
the values and techniques of textbooks for themselves and
therefore never learn them properly. As with other com-
plex skills, one cannot master in a few days the full sill)
of using a textbook, but continues to improve for years
through study and practice. Nevertheless, the teacher
who devotes several days at the very beginning of every
course to preparing his students in the use of textbooks
will find himself richly rewarded.

The Textbook Involves the Use of Skills

Among the skills which can be developed with a text-
book arc those which exploit the organization of a book so
as to use it %visely. Several of these skills can be taught
best when all students have identical tools: that is, copies
of the same textbook. Most authors of textbooks devote
sonic attention to this matter through study aids in the
textbooks themselves. workbooks. and teachers' guides.
But. at best, these devices are superficial. The teacher.
himself. ( an \Nell afford to devote enough class time to
these skills to insure that the are really learned. If the
actin ities suggested here are conducted properly. with
reference to their applicability to all books. the students
should become more efficient in the use of books in the
classroom. in the library. and at home.

Of course the needs of the students vary according to
grade level and earlier experience. In the elementary
grades the introduction to the textbook should be simpler
than that outlined in the next few paragraphs. In the
high school: if students already posses:, considerable facil-
ity in textbook use. the introductory study should empha-
size only those rudimentary skills in which deficiencies
exist. and effort should be concentrated on more advanced
procedures.

On the first day students and teacher together, each
with his own copy. should carefully examine the textbook.
The logical place to start is with the cover. Here the
student should become aware of the incompleteness of
the information given. Onl) the last name of the author
appears. and. whether it is the case with a particular test
or not it will be true of many books that the printer's
title is abbreviated. Because of these abbreviations a
reference to Adam's .1,m,i«zn History or Smith* Eco-
nomies is not adequate. for the same author often writes
several books, and several authors of the same name often
write in the same field.

This discussion naturally leads to the title page. where
the complete title can be found. Because the full atle of
a school textbook often is given on the cover. the teacher
should exhibit other Woks that make the contrast stnk-
ing. Henry Johnson's T«whint: of History and Adam
Smith's Il«dth of Nation.% are good examples The title
page provides the full name of the author, and often tells
his position and gives titles of some of his othei works.
The question ma) be raised and answered a' to where
further information alnait the author tan be obtained
The title page of a book is the source of important in-
formation other than the title and author. The relative
significance of reprint. revision. and first cop) right dates
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should be explained If there is a date on the title page.
it usuall tells merely when the book ss as last printed.
Sometimes it indicates the year of the latest revision.
While a date of revision is more significant than a date
of reprinting, neither should be accepted without com-
paring it with the first cops right date given on the back
of the title page. Tlw student should learn to recognize
that when the (late on a title page is 1965 and the OW)
right date is 1915. the book reptesent,, the viewpoint
and state of knowledge of the author in 1915. If more
than one cop) right date is given. careful sunk will be
needed to determine whether the re% ision was substan-
tial or superficial. The reader should understand that the
plac s well as the time, of writing may indicate the
atti of the autlwr. !Nmietimes this can be deduced
from the place of publication. which is shown on tlw title
page. Thus. one would expect to find a very different
account of the American Revolution in a book pub-
lished in London from that in a book published in Bos-
ton. Often it will he desirable to know the home of the
author. which is seldom shown on the title page. Thus
one textbook in American history. written by a New Eng-
land author, failed to mention the Hartford Convention.
while another, written from a southern point of view.
gave a more than usually sympathetic treatment to the
plantation system of the Old South The name of the
publisher may indicate the trend of rie content. While
this is not usually true in the case of textbooks, the in-
troductory discussion may well be used to teach that some
publishers are noted for the liberal. and others for the
conservative. viewpoint of their books.

The function of a preface in explaining a book's nature
and purpose and in acknowledging assistance should be
discussed in relation to the pat ticular preface in the text.
In this connection. huh% idual acknowledgments may well
be discussed with attention to the variety of assistance
which the author acknowledges. It may be well to expand
the discussion somewhat to give a deeper understanding of
the difficult and complex task of writing a textbook.

The adequacy of the table of contents as an outline
showing the organization and content of the book should
receive attention. By way of a brief oven iew of the
course it is well to go over the table with the class, ex-
amine the principal headings and the amount of space
devoted to each and perhaps suggest areas in which the
course will vary somewhat from the textbook organization.

Such lists of maps. pictures. and charts as are found
in the wok should be examined and their utility discussed.
Specific drills on the uses of these lists are very helpful
in explaining and fixing their value. It is well at this
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point to emphasize and explain by example that maps,
charts, tables, and pictures are not merely embellishments
but are integral parts of the book which help the student
understand the accompan% ing textual materials. Ques-

tions may be asked or problems presented which require
information to be derived from certain maps. charts, or
illustrations. These problems will develop a. need for
further informat.ong1ind may lead to those devices found
at the back of the book. Such tables as those of presi-
dents, area and population. river lengths, and mountain
height, may be discussed in the same manner. Questions
and problems, each requiring the use of more than one of
these aids. may be put to the class.

When adequate, the index is a very important part of
any book because it enables the reader who is searching
for particular information to save a great deal of time.
Wesley suggests a useful technique for testing the ade-
quacy of the index in a textbook and at the same time
bringing its importance home to students. Have each
member of the class open his book at random, locate the
first proper name on the page, and check to see whether
that name is given in' the index. Most of these names
should be listed there. If they are not, students should
realize that the index is not satisfactory. When using
this textbook for obtaining specific information, they will
turn first to the index, but if they do not find the desired
item there. they will supplement the index by appropriate
reading techniques.

Should the book contain a glossary. special attention
should be given to its nature and use. It is well to point
out that many ordinary words have specialized meanings
in various of the social sciences and that the glossary will
often explain these meanings more c.earl and specifically
than the dictionar) does. In addition. there are man)
special terms which, for various reasons. do not appear
in abridged dictionaries but ma be found in the

gl(»sary . Examples shoal he given. and drill on the use
of the glossat ieveal individual difficulties which
need to be cleared up.

Many social studies textbooks include appendices. Here
information is listed or tabulated for ready reference.
Often the appendix of a textbook is the most convenient
place to find such data as the states. their capitals, and
dates of admission, the president:, and their terms of
office; important land and water bodies. together with
their arras. countries and their populations. names of
rivers and their lengths. and significant dates in history.
Often. appendices include important source material: for
instance the Constitution, the Declaration of Independ-
ence, price indices. or case studies. Students ask about
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these and appreciate an explanation of their nature and
usefulness. Probably it is well, not to spend %cry much
time on them while introducing the textbook. although
the teacher may utilize them at this time to explain the
nature and importance of source matclial and to suggest
other sources that will be 11.411 in the course. It should
be added here that the teacher who fails to utilize the
documents in the appendix when teaching the Declara-
tion of Independence and the Constitution is omitting
an important element frost the education of his students.

Turning to the special aids to learning usually appear-
ing at the ends of chapters or sections. the teacher em-
phasizes their usefulness as study helps am' discussion
guides. He may explain a little simple philosophy of
study in showing the difference between specific fact
questions and thought questions. Always these discus-
sions should be clarified by examples and should be con-
ducted with the optimum amount of pupil participation.
This will vary depending on the relative knowledge and
experience of both students and teacher. The time spent
in discussing the various activities suggested for students
should be in proportion to the teacher's intent to use them.

While the students are considering the aids for study
at the end of chapters their attention will he drawn to
the list of reading materials. These are probably the least
useful of all the aids provided in the textbook. This is true
because no libraries mein large public libraries contain
e%en a fair proportion of the books listed in a typical
textbook. These lists are usuall not even a satisfactory
basis for building a school librar collection. for there is
little relationship between the list, of reading materials
in parallel textbooks. Therefore. if a library collection is
based on the suggestions in one book. the tollecnon will
almost certainly not contain the books listed in the next
textbook adopted. :some teachers find it worthwhile to
underline in the desk copy of a te% tbook the titles of those
books which are in the school library and to underline in
color those which are in the nearest public library. In any
case, while introducing the textbook it is proper to describe
briefly the various types of reading which will be included
in the course. Comment on the resources of the school
and public library i: in order. although early in the year
the class should be instructed with care in the use of the
library. t' was mentioned earlier. the teacher should em-
phasize that progress in learning to use tbe library will
1w enhanced by the introductory study of the textbook.

After the various aids at the end of the division have
been studied. the class is ready to turn to the reading
material itself. Here also aids to study should be pointed
out. In general, unit or chapter titles indicate the central
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thought of the di% kiwi. although a few writers have
chosen these titles with so much desire to give color as
to lea%e them little meaning. Many texts have sub-
ilkision and paragraph headings. The value of these
headings for pre iew and review should be demonstrated.
Many textbooks begin units and sections with o%erviews.
and close di% isions with summaries. The student should
be instructed to read those overviews critically. mentally
raising questions which he hopes the ensuing paragraphs
will answer. Some textbooks include preliminary ques-
tions. In this case their purpose and value should be
explained Emphasis should be placed upon the nature
of summaries and their use for review purposes both dar-
ing the first reading and when trying to synthesize the
materials from several chapters.

Teaching Skills Is a Continuing Process

Both during the course of the introductory Audv and
at its conclusion-the teacher should by oral and written
questioning and the posing of problems satisfy himself
that the desired skills are actually learned. He also real-
izes that. like other abilities. these skills do not stay with
the learner unless regularly utilized. There is little pur-
pose in devoting so much time to the study of a text
unless the skills referred to above are to be put to regu-
lar use.

Throughout the year. therefore. the teacher will check
in many ways to see that students are making effective
use of the information derived from the preliminary study.
In making assignments he will question as to study pro-
cedure: in class discussions he will pin-sue the matter
further from time to time: during periods of study he
will move about the room. working with individual stu-
dents to help them clear up problems of textbook use
and to apply many of the techniques of the textbook to
other reading: at intervals he will test to ascertain which
!e"hniques are being used by which students and will give
special attention to those who need it.

Functions of the Textbook

As it classroom tool the textbook serves three principal
functions: to provide organization for the course. to sup-
ply basic content, and to furnish common materials for
learning. The organization is necessary and welcome to
most teachers. To the alert teacher. however. it is not
a limiting feature. Using the text only as a framework.
he will expand portions or insert whole units in areas
where he is particularly competent. where the local com-
munity can be utilized most effectively. where students
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express unusual interest, or where library materials are
richest. Over a period of time, of course, it is to be
hoped he will build up the library to meet his needs.

Most teachers use a single book as a text. but sonic
prefer to use several textbooks, believing that in this way
the student is exposed to different viewpoint, and em-
phases. There is some question as to whether more is not
lost than gained by the latter practice. The similarities
among textbooks are more important than the differences.
This is necessarily so because competing books are in-
tended to serve the same purposes for the same readers.
it is little wonder that the student who is required to
reread the same account several times. whether in one
textbook or many. oon learns to hate history. The
teacher who asst that his students have read three
different accounts of an event because they have read its
description ni in three different textbooks i, often wrong.
The principal differences are uncap in the anoint of de-
tail which is introduced. For example. there i, almost no
agreement as to the tulles of persons entitled to be men-
tioned. It is true, however. that _textbook accounts some-
times vary. as in the instances pre% iously cited of the
Hartford Convention and the plantation '. teni Oilier-
(ice.= occa,imall exist in such important matter, as the
description of the nature of the American Revolution
or'the rea-ons for the entt of the United :state- into a
war But a,,ignments should be _given in parallel textbook,
owl when the accounts are kiniwn to differ. or. on a-ilm-
all . for the purpose of «npari-on To make -uch at ti% i-
ties po,,ible. it i, u ke to have a fcx% parallel textbook. in
the classroom library. However, the usual procedure after
reading one textbook account should be to make optimum
use of the lihrary. This involves the use principally of
materials other than textbooksof accounts by hilt orbit's.
biography. travel. sources. historical and contemporary
fiction, and periodical litetaturr. Amon.: the thin_! which
cannot he taught through textbooks are a love for varied
reading and the habit of reading history. An ther argu-
ment against the multiple-textbook method is that, to
a considerable extent, it defeats the organization purpose
of the textbook. Also. because of the extreme variation
in such details as the names of relatively unaportant
persons which are easily used in inferior testing tech-
niques. the basic content purpose of the textbook is liable
to perversion. The social studies library should contain
parallel textbooks. but they should constioite a minor part
of it. Economy of both school funds and student time.
as well as the necessity for teaching goo 1 reading habits.

requires the maximum use of non-textbi ok. normal read-
ing material.
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The function of the textbook in providing a core of
content is ix .icularly susceptible to abuse. Unfortu-
naLly there are classes in which the textbook not only
provides a core of content but constitutes almost the entire
course. In these classes the principal activities consist of
studying the textbook and reciting it:, contents. Making
these practices the sole basis for teaching was condemned
b writers on social studies methods in America more than
a century ago and in the light of present knowledge of
the principle, of learning i- far more to he deplored now
than it was then. The good teacher will not regularly
assign certain pages and require pat answers. Assign-
ments will be carefully planned and made in meaningful
terms. and tile reading in the textbook will be only a part,
although usually the central part. of the total assignment.
Class discussion will be a more or less informal procedure.
widely varied in nature. Questions from the teacher will
not be confined to specific details, although these will be
deliberately used when necessary. Other questions will
probe the depths of meaning and understanding and wiil
stimulate further research.

Although teacher's questioning is necessary to stimulate.
guide. and evaluate learning. a large proportion of the
questions should be asked by the pupils. and often the
questions of most value will be neither those asked by or
of the teacher, but those which pupils ask of each other.
Many times they will be more interested in answering
each other's questions than those of the teacher. Their
questions will particularly aid the teacher in evaluating
his own work. The teacher who encourages his pupils to
question will frequently find that a matter which he had
,uppo,ed to be thonoughly understood requires further
attention. Questions which seem -fooli-h- should not be
ridiculed but should he utilized for the purpose of clear-
ing up misunderstandings. Pupil questioning will result
in amplification of certain points and classification of

others. 1he teacher should encourage pupils to contribute
information from other sources and should not hesitate
to explain certain points or to introduce additional ma-
terials whenever needed. He will firmly diskountenance
incomplete or slovenly preparation on the part of the
class.

The textbook values most commonly thought of are
those related to it organiration and basic content func-
tions. It is also of great worth in the teaching of certain
skills in reading and studying. This phase of textbook
use is worthy of more attent I, it than it ordinarily receive.
Here again the utility of a single textbook method rather
than a multiple-textbook method apparent. for nearly

all the skills learned with the aid of a textbook are most
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easily taught when all the thdents have identical mate-
rials with which to work.

Adapting Textbooks to the Abilities
of the Readers

A problem which most teachers have to meet is caused
by the fact that the range of reading ability at any grade
lex el is so great that the textbook chosen for the grade
proves too difficult for the slow readers. Those students.
therefore, not only do not understand what they read but
are bored by it. Not achieving any of the objectives of
the course. they soon lose interest and sometimes become
disciplinary problems. They should be provided with
textbooks suited to their reading abiiitv. In most sub-
jects there are some textbooks which are easier to read
than others. Many teachers have found help for the
slow rezders by using textbooks intended for an earlier
grade level. This practice is eaiest in America] history.
%there the middle grades. junior high school. and senior
high school cycles are innily established. with many text-
books available for each cycle. It can be carried out in
other subjects also. There are several cycles of geography
books Civics books can be used in problems of democ-
racy. and -Old World Backgrounds- books are suitable
for the early parts of world htt,ry It should go without
saying that the teacher w 111 seek to employ a different
textbook of the lower cycle from that which is currently
used in the -ante school The --Indent ,hould not uffer
from the ditet t comparon of In, tetbook thoe of
pupils in the louver grades. Often. a low reader who has
grasped the meaning of in:ple account, will he the to
read with undet standing the textbook %linen for to own
grade.

jut a, the adopted textbook ma) hi" do:. !t, lot
:.low readers, it ma) b too ,i1111)li fol ..1.0'111 c.1,11'1,

I'or them. rapid reading of the adopted tt .thols mal be
followed by 1111/1. .11( t ihr a
a textbook written la a hight r latatie ley el !few again,
the teacher should be talent' not to
same textbook that is t.t d gtatIt h(chool
s),tetn. For ,uperia wades, o tan( !!1,11

11('11 they gaud \ ))161101 he ado;
be directed to extrusive trading it xihook matt
To require that the) read and telt ItAtinntl.
written below their leading lel t .11111 to (hill them on
those accounts, w ill defeat -ant. of the print qui puipoe
of teaching social studies.

It is entirely possible to make much prod-ton for in-
dieidnal differences in reading ability (wen though the
same text material is being ued by all nwnibers of the

class. The teacher who will make use of approatc:Ies to
stud) which re-tilt in varying degree, of difficult). who is
willing to prepare graded study guides. and who will de-
velop the techniques of gaited or team study will find
study of the textbook increasingly rewarding to his stu-
dents Durrell ha, pro% iced careful explanations. explicit
instruction,. and specific example, hard on an elementary
chool textbook in :04.:1.11 Chase gives a useful.
similar, but less explicit description.'

Reading As a Crucial Skill

Recent studies seem to indicate that reading ability is
closet) related to the type of material read. The impli-
cation is that teachers should teach reading skills needed
in the social studies in connection with social studies
material'.

Rr4Carl'il which points to the value of extenive reading
suggests that the teacher should use many opportunities
to encourage the wide use of varied reading material.
Here the textbook reference, ate of limited value In con-

lion with problem, raked while reading the text. the
tudent are taken to the hbrar) and instructed in its ue

The teacher should also king to class and explain the
natute and u-e of man) ort of material periodical litera-
ture. pamphlets. Soil:ile biography. travel ac-
counts, variou- secondary works, and source materials.
Frequnt') the-e can be Untainted heat to expand or to
explain passages in the textbook. The efficiency with
%vhich these references are used will be greater if the class
has learned to use the textbook properly.

The textbook itself -honk' be used to teach the tech-
niques of intensive reading. Here. as at almost every step
in teaching. it is of prime importance that the teacher
demonstrate proper procedure. Very earls in the year.
probably while introducing the text, he should set aside
a class period for a demon-tration of him to read a text-
book. Having previously chosen a few' pages and care-
fully read them with this intention in mind. he should.
after explaining his purpose to the class. proceed to study
their content aloud. The class should not interrupt the
demonstration but should be encouraged to discuss it

a ft el w a rd

The teacher should go thrtnigh %erbally the mental
processes involved in intensive MI% He therefore antic-
ipates the central thought of sections and oaragraphs front

," I, +'.1 I, ,
B

I 11,., 7.,:, , I.
\,1-,n R lie P, I .11!r s' /:, 11,,,:etth,:ry S. % 1.

!,, I lt,%. n. I ,
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headings or topic sentences. asks himself questions, pauses
to identify proper names. disputes the author's view and
then concedes the point or resolves to look it up later.
he rewords phrases to improve them or make them his
own. interprets details in terms of his own experience cm
previous reading. and questions the use of a complex term
or guesses at its meaning and derives it from context. He
relates the material he is reading to the larger area under
consideration and to contemporary events. Upon reading
the name of an unfamiliar place he locates it. either on a
wall map or by reference to known places. At the end
of the reading he summarizes the content, fits it into the
unit. and comments on its significance to modern living.
He may turn to the end of the chapter and identify such
terms and answer such questions from the text as relate
to the passage studied.

Thus far the demonstration has been carried on by the
teacher. oblivious of the class as though he were actually
studying aloud by himself. Now it is proper to invite
questions and comments from the students.

In retrospect it should be emphasized that casual read-
ing is not suitable to intensive study, that such study
requires mental activity of a high order, and that self-
testing is essential to understanding and retention. It is
well at this time to indicate that reading methods vary
with the kind of material and the purpose of the reader.
At other times the teacher will demonstrate other methods,
such as reading for the principal ideas. for obtaining
specific information. or for enjoyment.

Outlining. summarizing, and abstracting can best be
taught in connection with the use of the textbook. for
all pupils will have it before them. and it is more likely
to be arranged in logical order than are other materials
Here again the good teacher demonstrates the processes
before requiring students to perform them. These demon-
strations can best be performed at the blackboard as
cooperative projects by class and teacher working together.
The teacher. however, should have selected the passages
to be used and should have worked out the product care-
fully in advance. While the demonstrations should be
flexible and students should participate freely in con-
structing the outline, summary. or abstract. it is the
teacher's clear duty to see that an acceptable finished
product emerges from the exercise.

Although a healthy respect for scholarship should be
encouraged. students should learn that all writers are
fallible and that errors creep into the best of works. Some-
times they should compare accounts given by different
texts or those given by the text and those of the encyclo-
pedia or other secondary works. They should be initiated

into the mysteries, if souece study find occasionally should
perform such routines as checking textbook statistics
against census reports. or textbook accounts against docu-
ments. Perhaps a genuine error will be found. in which
case the student making the discovery should he praised.
The author of the book will appreciate hearing of the
mistake. and composing a letter to him will prove to be
an unusually stimulating class project.

The Textbook Is One Implement or the
Course of Study

Nlan other techniques in the wze of a textbook will
occur to the alert. experienced teach< r. Enough has been
said. however. to indicate a philosophy of textbook use
and to suggest a few effective procedures. It is unfortunate
that educators have not devoted more tlunight and research
to improving the use of textbooks. It is probahl as a re-
ult of their neglect of the matter that publishers have

produted more and fuller guides to the use of their par-
ticular textbooks in recent year,. Professional writing on
textbooks has been made up large!) of three kinds: that
which denounces textbook,. that which defends them. and
that dealing with textbook selection. The teacher who
&site, guidance in the us< of textbooks must turn to
those books themselvi, and to the guides prepared espe-
ciall to accompany then: rather than to professional
periodical,

During the past few decades it has been customary in
certain circles to condemn any teaching procedure which
involves the use of a textbook. The textbook has been
said to restrict the teacher and confine the pupil, to
formalize the organization and stultify the procedure. to
narrow 'he %iewpoint and deaden the interest, to instill
an awe of the printed word. and to freeze the content of
the curriculum.

Faulty teaching is often blamed on the textbook with-
out examining other possible causes. Likely causes in-
clude: (1) those traceable to the want of suitable teach-
ing materials, for example an inadequate library, lack of
proper classroom references. or need for such teaching
aids as motion pictures. records, maps. and specimens:
(2) those resulting from such deficiencies on the part of
the teacher himself as lack of competence in the social
sciences. insufficient training in educational method, im-
perfect understanding of children and the principles of
learning. or meager experience.

Textbook critics are of three principal classes: those
who ignore the advances which have been made during
the past generation in selecting. grading. and organizing
textbook content: ultra-progressives. who do not believe
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in a fixed curriculum because they think there are no facts
or ideas of enduring value; and those who seem to believe
that the typical overburdened American teacher can, in
a comparatively short time, dash off a course of study
and round up materials which will provide a better basis
for instruction than a textbook does. 13L,th tlw. text-
book and course of study are needed and they shotid be
used to supplement each other.

Textbook authors in general have been responsi.e to
suggestions for improvement. In fact, they have often
been their own most effective critics. The modern text-
book is a vast improvement over the prototpe which
many critics have in mind. The typical textbook is at-
tractive in binding, print, style, and wealth of illustrative
material: it is learnable. reflecting comparatively up-to-
date information with regard to choice of vocabulary.
sentence structure. and pupil interest and information: it
is accurate. demonstrating scholarship and insight: it is

well organized both logically and psychologically in ac-
cord with the best principles now known: it is broad in
scope. emphasizing personal. social. and economic. as well
as political. aspects of society: it is bigger than earlier
texts and therefore fuller in its treatment: and it contains
more a.td better teaching aids th..n ever before.

This discussion of the textbook has described it as a
tool, one of the many used by the teacher and the students.

The careful craftsman knows that one tool cannot be
successfully substituted fur another. fur he knows that
each has its unique function. Properly understood. there-
fore, the textbook is used in Lonjunction with many other
twds: the course of study the motion 'Actor( 1,-1evision,

hullo and (Alm audio aul, globe,. maps, with lilarts.
referen«, books. upplemntar- eading books.

notebooks. discussion, forums. panels. ::12. and dram-
atizations.

Often textbooks are cooperative oroducts reflecting the
best in scholarship and education. A list of the authors
of current social studies textbooks would be a veritable
Who's Who of historians, political scientists. sociologists.
economists, geographers and specialists in the social
studies. Probably most teachers will choose to continue
using texts. Without them the typical teacher would
tind himself severely handicapped and the competent
teacher would promptly become a textbook author.

The textbook is probably the best single tool available
to social studies teachers. The fact that It may be mis-
used is not a criticism of the tool but of the training or
ability of the craftsman In the case of the textbook.
as in the caw of the plane in the school shop. the skill
with which the tool Lewd has much to do with the qa.:1-
ity of the product.
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